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Introduction
The process of agglomeration and concentration was for a long time ignored and suppressed in economics; especially the role of spatial proximity for the process of spatial concentration of inventorship and innovation. Researchers have recently admitted the conceptual link existing between spatial convergence studies and agglomeration and concentration measures that can be regarded as its empirical counterpart (Krugman, 1992; Litzenberger, 2007; Brakman and van Marrewijk, 2008) .
1 Agglomeration and spatial concentration is nowadays increasingly challenged in economic theories (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) ; furthermore the issues of divergence and spatial clustering are highly visible with the emergence of metropolises, industrial belts and urban areas all around the globe (Fujita and Krugman, 2003; Fujita and Mori, 2005) . Hinloopen and van Marrewijk (2004) report an uneven distribution but regularity irrespective of the level of economic and regional aggregation or kind of activity. Similar results are reported by Brakman et al. (2005) . Krugman (2001) already concludes:"
Step back and ask, what is the most striking feature of the geography of economic activity? The short answer is surely concentration [...] production is remarkably concentrated in space." (Krugman, 2001, 5) In a similar fashion, Fujita, Krugman, and Venables (2001) mention the importance and rich value-added from incorporating the spatial dimension into economic theory and empirical research. They argue that "the defining issue of economic geography is the need to explain concentrations of population and of economic activity: the distinction between manufacturing belt and farm belt, the existence of cities, the role of industry clusters. Broadly speaking, all these concentrations form and survive because of some form of agglomeration economies, in which spatial concentration itself creates the favorable economic environment that supports further or continued concentration" (Fujita, Krugman, and Venables, 2001, 4) . Once a core of economic activity has been established, be it a large city or an agglomerated region, its center increases size and economic importance by processes of self-reinforcement due to several centripetal (agglomerative) forces. Accordingly, economic clustering can be observed on many spatial levels: downtown areas of metropolises, formation of megalopolises, core-periphery structures within sub-national regions, agglomerations within larger countries, and additionally spatial concentration within federal unions (European Union, USA) (Fujita and Mori, 2005; Combes and Overman, 2004) . As a consequence, spatial inequality and non-normal spatial distribution is a phenomenon that determines the structure of both, leading industrialized regions and regions in transition (e.g. CEEC, BRIC). However, although industrial organization and production theories already found their place in geographical economics, the economic theories on inventorship and innovation were missing a spatial dimension for such a long time as it is the case with data driven, quantitative empirical studies Feldman, 1996, 1999; Acs, Anselin, and Varga, 2002) . In this respect, the majority of empirical findings on European inventorship location 1 see also Ellison and Glaeser (1997) ; Arbia (2001) structure is either based upon (i) anecdotal evidence, (ii) qualitative but not quantitative studies (case studies), (iii) small sample size due to data constraints, (iv) a-spatial concepts that are doomed to produce serious statistical biases, (v) convergence studies that ignore country size and regional heterogeneity, or (vi) biased samples of regions or countries that are not representative (Arbia, 2001; Brakman and van Marrewijk, 2008) . With regard to the European case, several studies highlight that European countries converge in terms of GDP per capita, whereas European regions at the level of member states by and large do the opposite. This stylized fact seems to support the argument that regional level processes are much more complex (Arbia, 2001; Frenken and Hoekman, 2006; Paas and Schlitte, 2006) . Although several studies analyzed the spatial dynamics of GDP and GVA, inventorship activity is still rather unexplored. With regard to the current empirical research frontier, our quantitative study thus tries to find empirical evidence for the following open research questions: (i) Is overall EPO patenting highly concentrated and thus unequally distributed across European micro regions? (ii) Do high-technology fields show an equal distribution across European micro regions or can we observe different patterns of spatial concentration and inventorship agglomeration by technology field? (iii) Is Europe determined by an increasing or decreasing share of specialized regions by means of location quotients? (iv) Do we observe convergence and dispersion within the last two decades or is Europe rather determined by a process of divergence and raising inequality in terms of EPO patenting?
The remainder of this paper is as follows: section 2 structures the empirical and theoretical background and reviews seminal empirical contributions. Section 3 describes the underlying database structure and the data extraction process from a regional and technological point of view. Section 4 reports our empirical research methodology. Section 5 highlights the empirical findings of our inequality study. Section 6 concludes.
Background
From a theoretical point of view, it is useful to distinguish four broad families of models in the existing theoretical literature when approaching spatial inequality analysis and convergence and divergence phenomena: (i) the traditional neoclassical approaches, (ii) models with external scale effects, spillovers and externalities, (iii) models with internal scale economies and market mediated linkages, and finally (iv) models that include (ii) and (iii) (Brülhart, 2001; Roos, 2002; Baldwin and Martin, 2004) . From an empirical perspective, a strong motivation for analyzing the structure and dynamics of spatial inequality of European inventorship activity from relational patent data is based upon the fact that innovation data in general show a strong non-normal distribution and strong spatial autocorrelation, which is a severe issue for econometric modeling (Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton, 2002; Anselin, 2007) . Several studies already pointed out the non-normal distribution of GDP per capita, gross value added (GVA) and employment across European regions (Paas and Schlitte, 2006; Frenken and Hoekman, 2006) . Particularly high-tech industries and hightechnology fields are assigned to show strong tendencies to cluster in geographical space as empirically shown in national studies and regional innovation system analysis by e.g. Feldman (1994) , Audretsch and Feldman (1996) , Acs (2002) and Scherngell (2007) . With regard to knowledge production and knowledge diffusion, geographical economics, economic geography proper and innovation system adherents have developed an established research tradition within the last years in studying the phenomenon of spatial clustering and agglomeration economies with respect to the benefits of geographical proximity for inventorship and innovation what is commonly labeled 'Marshallian externalities of the third kind ': agents closely located to relevant knowledge stocks have potentialities in innovating faster than agents located far away, since neighboring units benefit from spatially bounded externalities. Several studies are conducted to showing that these externalities exist and that they can have a positive impact on innovation, per capita and employment growth (Usai, 2008) .
2 Therefore,
we assume that the analysis of structural spatial inequality dynamics will help to understand the spatial structure of inventorship activity across European regions. In this respect, we are mainly interested in analyzing whether or not European regions show decreasing or increasing inequality in EPO patenting within the last two decades. This is of primary interest for recent debates on inventorship location, dispersion and growth. However, one severe issue with empirical investigations of core-periphery structures and spatial dynamics is the question of aggregation from a sectoral and spatial perspective. Geographical economics always has the problem of defining and defending the relevant industrial and geographical scale of analysis (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Frenken and Hoekman, 2006) . Ideally, real world industries and regions correspond to their theoretical counterparts. In practice, there is a tradeoff between industrial and regional detail. Some researchers choose three digit manufacturing industries which are available at the NUTS0 level (national level). Other researchers instead prefer a smaller level of one digit industries which are also available at a more detailed regional level. The geographical scope of the NEG literature is, according to Brakman et al. (2005) , by and large restricted to levels of analysis at the NUTS2 and NUTS3, that is the level of districts and counties, and thus micro regions. The authors also suggest that "there is something to gain from sacrificing even more industrial detail for the sake of regional detail". (Brakman et al., 2005, 7) . This paper directly follows this way of reasoning.
3
Unfortunately, the availability of spatially disaggregated European data is disillusioning. 2 see also Bottazzi and Peri (2003) , Moreno, Paci, and Usai (2005) , Greunz (2005) , Crescenzi, RodriguezPose, and Storper (2007) , van Oort (2008), Ponds, Oort, and Frenken (2010) 3 Therefore, our study explores 43 technology fields based on EPO patent applications by priority date. Additionally, the paper also depicts structural dynamics of 6 large high-technology fields (laser, aviation, computers and automated business equipment, micro-organism and genetic engineering, communication technology and semiconductors). The patent classification system (IPC)-technology field concordance is applied to our own relational EPO patent database at the very disaggregated spatial level of OECD Territorial Level 3 (TL3) regions, which explicitly approaches the issue of functional spatial units. Combes and Overman (2004) complain: "After reviewing the literature, and given our first hand knowledge, the only conclusion that we are able to reach is that the European data are a mess. It is not clear where blame for this situation lies. It is clear that part of the problem stems from the institutional framework within which most EU governmental statistical agencies work. In particular, the fact that they often have no mandate to facilitate the re-use of data collected to fulfill their institution roles. Even where they do have a mandate, data are often expensive and incentives to ensure efficient delivery appear to be limited. [...] To summarise, the data situation is not good at the national, regional, or urban levels in the EU, although individual countries may provide excellent data sources." (Combes and Overman, 2004, 2847) Consequently, most studies are conceptualized at the national level (Amiti, 1999; Brülhart, 2001; Midelfart-Knarvik, Overman, and Venables, 2003; Aiginger and Pfaffermayr, 2004) . In addition, the majority of contributions at the level of European regions center GDP and GVA distribution, employment and unemployment dynamics (Paas and Schlitte, 2006; Frenken and Hoekman, 2006) . However most of these studies are mainly organized at the level of macro regions (Brakman and van Marrewijk, 2008; Brakman, Garretsen, and van Marrewijk, 2009) or restricted to single countries (Fornahl and Brenner, 2009 ).
4 Finally, regional studies have to deal with several statistical issues like incomplete data coverage, selection biases, small sample size or inconsistent spatial and sectoral classification (Combes and Overman, 2004; Brulhart and Traeger, 2005) . Quite the contrary, patent data show several essential advantages. According to Griliches (1990 Griliches ( , p. 1661 n this desert of data, patent statistics loom up as a mirage of wonderful plentitude and objectivity." No other STI-indicator can be traced back over such a comparatively long time period as patent applications or information of granted patents. Additionally, the information can be disaggregated to low spatial levels (cities, counties, provinces, districts); and perhaps most important, the information of inventorship can be allocated to individual economic units (inventors, firms). The information is also precise and accurate by means of an identification of the timing of the invention (priority application, priority date). However, there is also accepted criticism that patent data are only a very imperfect measure of innovative activities that have several limitations (Griliches, 1990) . First, the range of patentable inventions constitutes only a subset of all possible R&D outcomes. Second, technology fields vary tremendously in their patenting propensity due to structural differences. Third, patenting is in most cases a strategic decision of agents and thus not all inventions are actually patented even though inventions would satisfy the criteria for patentability. Fourth, many scientific advances devoid of immediate applicability and little incremental technological improvements might not be patentable. Despite all criticism, the analysis of information included in patent data is considered to be one of the most appropriate and established, directly available and historically reliable instruments for exploring inventorship activity and the dynamics of sectoral and regional innovation systems. Patent data are nowadays increas-
4
Exceptions are Frenken and Hoekman (2006); Paas and Schlitte (2006) . ingly used in order to measure the existence and spatial decay effects of knowledge spillover and other spatial externalities, e.g. Griliches (1979) , Jaffe (1989) and Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and Henderson (1993) 5 . Patent data are applied in order to measure spatial inequality of inventorship distribution (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Fornahl and Brenner, 2009) . This is what we are approaching in this empirical study for a large sample of regions and countries. Unfortunately, the statistical analysis of large European samples at the spatial level of counties and districts (functional micro-regions) represents, however, still a rather unexplored field of research. Therefore, the first objective of this paper is to provide a pure quantitative approach and systematic measurement of regional dispersion and inequality of inventorship activity over time and space at the level of European micro regions. 
The Database
In order to challenge our hypotheses and research questions, we apply a purely quantitative approach that makes use of data on EPO patent applications at the level of OECD TL3 micro regions. In this respect, the paper approaches spatial inequality of patent applications to the EPO for the reference period 1977-2004 by explicitly measuring the structural dynamics of patenting across 819 European regions for 43 technology fields and 6 high-tech fields.
7
The analysis in this paper is based upon OECD RegPAT data, January 2009 version (Maraut, Dernis, Webb, Spiezia, and Guellec, 2008) . The RegPAT files have been implemented into a workable mySQL database as presented in table 1 in order to generate relational data from patent information. Inventor locations are assigned to European counties and districts by inventor address as proposed by Maraut, Dernis, Webb, Spiezia, and Guellec (2008).
< Table 1 about here > The mySQL database is based upon EPO patent application data. This study is exclusively related to the distribution and structural dynamics of European inventorship activity 5 see also e.g. Griliches (1990) , Griliches (1991) , Acs (2002) 6 As we are explicitly interested in the spatial structure and distributional dynamics of inventorship activity across European micro regions, we do not address the issue of knowledge flows and spillover. Such complementary analysis can be found in, e.g. Crescenzi, Rodriguez-Pose, and Storper (2007) , Usai (2008) . Seminal contributions that address spatial lagging regressors and distance decay effects of innovative activity are e.g. Bottazzi and Peri (2003) , Moreno, Paci, and Usai (2005) , Greunz (2005) . Moreover, we do not address inventorship or co-inventorship network structures or patent citation flows. An established research approach for depicting and analyzing innovation networks and knowledge flows is to use patent citation data. This method is well-known in empirical analysis, especially for approaching knowledge spillover and inventor linkages as an alternative to knowledge production function estimations (Thompson and Fox-Kean, 2005; Scherngell, 2007) . Breschi and Lissoni (2009) argue that "the most fundamental reason why geography matters in constraining the diffusion of knowledge is that mobile researchers are not likely to relocate in space, so that their co-invention network is also localized." (Breschi and Lissoni, 2009, 1) Studies in this respect are Kroll (2009), Ponds, Oort, and Frenken (2010) , Christ (2009), Miguelez and Moreno (2010) .
The paper uses full time series instead of random years because the latter might not be representative for the overall evolution of inequality in EPO patenting. Table 2 summarizes the spatial structure of our sample.
10
< Table 2 about here > We restrict our analysis to the reference period 1977-2004 (1988-2004 for population corrected inequality measures). The agents are in general inventors, whose postal address, which is their work place location, can be used to determine their location in geographical space. Based on inventor address information, patent applications are assigned to micro regions (here OECD TL3 units) by fractional counting. Fractional counting means that each inventor located in a certain region gets an identical fraction of what ended with a patent application to the EPO within the reference period. Accordingly, if a patent has e.g. three inventors from three different spatial units, each spatial unit gets a share of one third. In this respect, the 819 micro regions add up to 904.917,129 EPO patent applications (fractional counting by priority date) and 1.616.257 inventor IDs (full counting by priority date) within the reference period 1977-2004. However, a serious problem in geographical economics and the geography of innovation literature is the definition and usage of spatial units. We need at least two entities that are in general called a place, a region or county. However, the difficulty with this concept is rather unnoticed and it seems that people have to suffer from the same theoretical vagueness with the 'concept of the region' as with the 'concept of the industry', which essentially depends on statistical classifications. Both concepts resemble some intermediate and flexible levels of aggregation and are thus not easy to define. The aggregation of places to a certain region depends essentially and ultimately on the underlying research question and empirical application; the selection of borders mainly depends on the existence of spatial dependence, what could be a indication for functional regions. Accordingly, the aggregation issue is highly fuzzy and crucial in applied research. The OECD Territorial Level 3 classification (TL3) could 8 European regions have a higher propensity to protect new knowledge in terms of EPO patent applications.
9
The results do not differ much from the recently introduced NUTS2006 classification. Unbelievably, EUROSTAT demolished all GDP and population data at the NUTS3 level according to the antecedent NUTS2003 classification. Several official data requests have been disappointing. I want to thank Jarno Hoekman (Utrecht) and Sven Wydra (Fraunhofer ISI) for their help with population data. The extracted patent data from OECD RegPAT database (January 2009) are regionalized according to the NUTS2003 classification (Maraut et al., 2008) to 1259 NUTS3 regions; afterwards, they are aggregated according to the OECD TL3 classification to micro regions. We simplify by interpreting TL3 units as counties or districts with functional boundaries, although the regional size of the units vary to some extent. We therefore take TL3 units as the general geographical classification concept, which also simplifies comparison with other studies and is much more related to functional units.
12
We aggregate the 439 "Stadt-/Landkreise" in Germany (NUTS3) to 97 so called "Raumordnungsregionen" (planning regions), Dutch and Belgian NUTS3 units to the NUTS2 level (which is OECD TL3). Similarly, we aggregate Greek islands and small units to Greek NUTS2 units and solve several issues: (i) Several NUTS3 units are relatively small and numerous in comparison with other EU NUTS3 units. The application of e.g. 439 German NUTS3 regions would increase the influence of German regions in the analysis significantly. (ii) Additionally, when using NUTS3 patent data, the existence of relatively small regional units may induce the issue of commuting of inventors between their place of residence and place of work and thus mean location bias. The whole sample of 819 TL3 units is formed by 774 TL3 micro regions of the EU25 member states, Norway (19 TL3) and Switzerland (26 TL3). 651 units belong to the EU-15 and 123 belong to the CEEC. We include Switzerland and Norway to avoid black holes in the spatial structure. However, we exclude new or potential member states, e.g. Croatia (HR), Romania (RO) and Liechtenstein (LI), due to data constraints.
13
The IPC system (IPC revision 8.0) is an internationally agreed, non-overlapping hierarchical classification system that consists of eight sections (first level), 118 classes (second level), 628 subclasses (third level), 6.871 (fourth level) main groups and 57.324 subgroups (fifth level) to classify inventions claimed in the patent documents. The IPC divides patentable technology into eight key areas; A: Human Necessities; B: Performing Operations, Transporting; C: Chemistry, Metallurgy; D: Textiles, Paper; E: Fixed Constructions; F: Mechanical Engineering, Lighting, Heating, Weapons; G: Physics; H: Electricity. Within these areas technology is divided and subdivided to a detailed level, which allows the subject matter of a patent specification to be very thoroughly classified. Although there exist alternative concordance tables for aggregating and matching patent classes with industries (Evenson et al., 1991; Verspagen et al., 1994) , the ISI-SPRU-OST concordance represents one of the most recent approaches to this issue (Schmoch, Laville, Patel, and Frietsch, 2003) .
counting. Additionally, if a patent application contains several IPC codes which represent only one technology field, the patent is uniquely linked to the technology field by the first corresponding IPC code (unique counting). 14 4 Measuring Spatial Inequality and Geographic Concentration
The most common way to analyze and assess the applicability of inequality coefficients is by comparing the behavior of such indices with respect to several axioms that are theoretically derived as preferable properties of such measures: (i) anonymity (no personal characteristics other than the income determine the ordering principle), (ii) scale independence or income homogeneity (multiplying all incomes with the same positive scalar does not change inequality), (iii) population independence or population homogeneity (replicating every income an integral number of times does not change inequality), (iv) the transfer principle or Pigou-Dalton condition (transfers from a richer to a poorer person do reduce the measured inequality). Only a few measures can satisfy these axioms: the coefficient of variation, the GINI coefficient, the Atkinson class of measures, and the generalized entropy family of measures, with the Theil index being the most prominent example (Kim, 1995; Gallagher, 2008; Jenkins and Kerm, 2009 ). An objection against the GINI is the difficulty of subgroup decomposition and subgroup consistency.
15 Additionally, the GINI index measures the same inequality of economic activity, irrespective of the true spatial location of observations (neighbors or not), meaning that spatial dependence and thus spatial autocorrelation cannot be identified (Arbia, 2001; Anselin, 2007; Christ, 2009) . However, given the wide popularity and the otherwise favorable properties of the GINI index, it will be applied in this study as the central measure for total (global) inequality. Thus, we compute different GINI alternatives at the aggregated European level with micro regions being our observations. Another important aspect is the differentiation between concentration and specialization. Concentration is assessed in a similar manner compared to specialization. The sole difference to specialization measures is that instead of a comparison of industrial structures within a single region, concentration measures involve a comparison of regions' industrial structures across all regions involved (Hoover, 1936; Ellison and Glaeser, 1997; Krugman, 1992; Amiti, 1999; Arbia, 2001; Jenkins and Kerm, 2009 ). Absolute specialization means that a small
14
If a patent document corresponds to several technology fields in terms of included IPC codes, the patent is uniquely linked to each technology field by factor one, multiplied with the fractional share of the local inventor. Thus, patents with many IPC codes have a higher propensity to be linked to more than one technology field.
15
This is an essential problem for EU-wide studies at the regional level that try to depict within-and between country differences in geographical distribution and inequality. Global inequality can result from nation-specific distribution characteristics, but also from significant differences between countries (Brulhart and Traeger, 2005; Duro, 2004; Paas and Schlitte, 2006) .
share of industries account for a large share of economic activity of a region under analysis. In contrast, absolute concentration is about whether a few regions tend to account for a large share of economic activity of an industry. However, a much more complex analysis is the distributional measure with respect to all industries, technology fields or regions. The corresponding types of concentration and specialization are then measured in relative terms (related to a reference region or industry). From an empirical point of view, some country studies at the national level tend to measure an increasing concentration and specialization of economic activity. In contrast, some regional studies at the level of the US MSA or European NUTS units tend to make the opposite. Moreover, specialization and concentration seem diverging, 'even though they conceptually are each other's mirror image' (Brakman et al., 2005, 29) . 16 It should be noted that the studies by and large differ with respect to aggregation levels and spatial classification schemes what essentially determines the results. First, we compute the features of the distributions of EPO patent applications and EPO inventors by technology field. Therefore, kurtosis and skewness are two statistical instruments for analyzing the distributional characteristics. Skewness and kurtosis show how the distribution of a variable deviates from a normal distribution. Skewness is the third standardized moment that measures the degree of symmetry of a probability distribution as presented in equation 1.
If skewness is greater than zero, the distribution is skewed to the right, having more observations on the left. m 3 (µ) is the third central moment and σ is the standard deviation.
Kurtosis, on the other hand, is based on the fourth central moment, measuring the thinness of tails or peakedness of a probability distribution as presented in equation 2.
with m 4 (µ) being the fourth central moment. If the kurtosis parameter value of a random variable is less than three (or negative), the distribution has thicker tails and a lower peak compared to a normal distribution. By contrast, a kurtosis parameter value larger than three indicates a higher peak and thin tails. A normally distributed random variable should have skewness and kurtosis near zero (between zero and three respectively). Second, we make use of a simple Herfindahl-Hirschman-Index (HHI) that measures spatial concentration of inventorship activity across 819 micro regions. Therefore, the HHI places the number of EPO patent applications x ij of a region j in a technology field i in relation to the patent application number of the aggregate j x ij , what represents the regional share 16 see also Kim (1995) ; Knarvik and Steen (1999) ; Keilbach (2000) ; Combes and Overman (2004) ; Fornahl and Brenner (2009). x ij / j x ij of region j in technology field i. Summing up x ij / j x ij and taking the root then forms the HHI for each technology field i (equation 3).
Third, we compute the location quotient (LQ) that is an influential measure of spatial specialization as illustrated in equation 4 (Hoover, 1936; Amiti, 1999; Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008; Jenkins and Kerm, 2009 ). The LQ ij expresses importance of an industry or technology field i under analysis, based on its relative share in the local or national economy. The LQ ij for an industry or technology field i in region j is then calculated as presented in equation 4.
with x ij being activity in industry or technology field i in region j; j x ij is the activity in industry or technology field i in the spatial aggregate of regions j; i j x ij is total economic activity in the aggregate of regions and i x ij is total regional economic activity (all technology fields) in region j. Rearranging equation 4 leads to the classical relative specialization index. Thus, a location quotient LQ ij < 1 means that the economic activity in the industry or technology field is less present in the region under observation compared to the reference region (higher spatial aggregate). In contrast, LQ ij > 1 illustrates a relative higher share of industry or technology field activity compared to the aggregate of regions (reference region). Alternatively, LQ ij is sometimes expressed as the Balassa-or HooverBalassa index. Studies of international trade mostly refer to the Balassa index, whereas the label location quotient is traditionally widely used in regional science and geographical economics (Krugman, 1992; Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008) . The LQ-measure is one of relative specialization as it measures the spatial fraction of an industry or technology field in one region in comparison to the fraction of the aggregate of regions in the sample. Consequently, the indicator does not say anything about the absolute size of an industry or area (no scale component included). Thus, it is possible to obtain a high LQ for small spatial units in the sample.
19 However, we are explicitly interested in using EPO patent data due
17
It must be noted that HHI is sensitive to α with α = 2 being the standard HHI parameter value. Thus, the sensitivity of the HHI measure increases with α. The HHI reports total inequality, if one single region holds all patent applications; in contrast, the HHI shows equal distribution, if all regions hold 1/819
18
Appropriate and commonly applied variables for this measure are industry employment, production and plant level data. It is essential to note that the coefficient can also be used for alternative STI data analyses, such as R&D employment and product innovations. In the end, however, the only trustable and direct measure for inventorship location patterns are patent applications.
to our research purpose and modify equation 4 into 5:
It is worth noting that we apply a comparison of the shares of EPO patent applications s ij of regions j by technology field i and the spatial shares of population y j , which differs from the conventional Krugman approach (Krugman, 1991) . In this respect, we first have to calculate the regional share of EPO patent applications s ij of each OECD TL3 region for a predefined sample of 51 technology field aggregates (Schmoch et al., 2003) . Second, we compare these shares with the population shares y j of all observations and compute location quotients for 819 OECD TL3 regions, which represents the sort criterion for our GINI computations with
Fourth, the obtained LQs are used for calculating locational and spatial GINI coefficients for inequality analysis.
21 Generally, the GINI coefficient is a measure of statistical dispersion.
The traditional methodology commonly uses the coefficient as a measure of inequality of income or wealth (Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008; Jenkins and van Kerm, 2009 ). The coefficient normally compares income distribution with population distribution at the micro level (households, workers, other individuals). The concept uses pairwise comparison of all observations. The standard GINI, G ST , is then a normalization (division by 2) of the relative mean difference from the arithmetic mean of all observation pairs (interval [0, 1]). The GINI coefficient is usually defined mathematically based on the Lorenz curve concept. It can be thought of as the ratio of the area that lies between the line of equality and the Lorenz curve over the total area under the line of equality. Low GINI coefficients indicate a more equal distribution, with G ST = 0 corresponding to complete equality; the bisecting line in the graph then corresponds to the Lorenz curve; however, higher GINI coefficients indicate a more unequal distribution, with G ST = 1 corresponding to complete inequality (maximum concentration surface C). To be computed validly, no negative goods/income can be distributed. Thus, if the GINI coefficient is being used to describe household income inequality (which is the common empirical case in most studies), then no household can have a negative income. 22 . In our case, economic activity of regions is unequally distributed when the largest share of activity is located in only a few regions (still homogeneous observations). We can also think of technology fields or industries being spatially concentrated if the majority of specific activities takes place in only a few regions, compared to the superior distribution distribution is to calculate the standard deviation of LQ for each technology field or industry under analysis across cities, counties, districts or regions.
20
This calculation is identical to calculations that make use of calculated patent intensities (LQ with the absolute number of patents in the numerator and the absolute number of population in the denumerator).
21
I thank Ralf Rukwid for fruitful discussions and crucial feedback concerning spatial GINI computation.
22
In case of patent applications, some observations can have zero values as patenting is highly concentrated; thus, we apply a modified GINI calculation.
(unweighted observations), which means that both distributions can vary tremendously as shown by the deviation of the Lorenz curve from the bisecting line (45-degree line). More generally, the GINI coefficient relates the distribution of a selected economic activity ξ to an average or superior distribution of another variable ζ that is the reference distribution. The standard GINI measure is calculated according to equation 6, with n being the number of regions in the sample, x being the parameter value of region i and j, and µ being the mean of the parameter value x.
In case of a discrete feature distribution, the maximum concentration surface is not 1/2 but 1/2 − 1/2 × 1/n). Thus, the normalization of G ST into G * ST allows the comparison of differing sample size; in our case different technology fields and numbers of regions, as presented in equation 7.
For a large sample size, the G ST reaches 1 only asymptotically with 0 Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008) . However, note that (1 − 1/n) only normalizes for observations that have identical weights.
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With respect to the homogeneity issue, G * ST has to be modified in order to account for heterogeneity of observations. From a methodological point of view, in the case of spatial dispersion of industry or inventorship activity, we can think of several modifications of G * ST . In the case of spatial analysis, G * ST would take regions or locations as n identically weighted observations and the number of firms, employees or patents of these spatial unit as relevant parameter values. The obtained G * ST coefficient would then measure inequality of economic activity across spatial units without explicitly weighting subspaces, meaning that each region holds an identical fraction of the reference distribution (identical in GVA, employment, population). However, we think that this approach is highly misleading and distorts our inequality measure. In this respect, G * ST is only an adequate index in measuring the industry specific concentration with respect to the number of observations, but not their heterogeneity by means of areal size or population characteristics, which contradicts reality (Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008; Fornahl and Brenner, 2009) . As a result, GINI computations at the level of regions have to include explicit weights for the treatment of spatial heterogeneity,
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Additionally, when the number of regions j is potentially smaller than the number of technology fields i, we could correct the GINI calculation with (1 − j)/i. which supports the application of weighted GINI coefficients. In this respect, Krugman (1992) utilizes a locational GINI coefficient which does not take the absolute number of employees in an industry or sector into account but its regional share of employment of the subspace in the industry i; therefore, Krugman computes the location quotients, which represent the sort criterion for further GINI calculations (Krugman, 1992; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996) . Related to this methodology, we first have to calculate the regional share of economic activity in the technology field i for every subspace j, but also the share of total economic activity of the spatial units, which is i x ij / i j x ij . The relation of both shares is again LQ ij , which measures relative technology field occupancy of subspaces j (Gallagher, 2008) . However, the locational GINI approach of Krugman measures employment specialization of a subspace in relation to a higher spatial aggregate. Thus, Krugman and colleagues are comparing the distribution of industry specific employment with the distribution of total employment, which rather corresponds to an index of specialization but not concentration. In this respect, we prefer to modify their approach in computing an alternative LQ as presented in 5 (Gallagher, 2008) . This means that we compute LQs for each subspace with LQ ij = [s ij /y j ] with s ij being the patent application share in technology field i of region j and y j being the population share of the region as presented in equation 8.
25 Equation 8 represents our standard locational GINI approach.
Equation 8 can be rearranged into 9:
G LOC coefficient is a population weighted GINI in terms of y j , which also needs modifications of the formerly described normalization procedure. Normalization of G LOC into G * LOC is here accomplished by correcting for the minimum populated region with miny j what guarantees a maximum concentration surface as presented in equation 10. In case that the share of economic activity of a technology fields ij across subspaces j is identical to the share of total economic activity i x ij (e.g. total employment) or another reference distribution y j , we would compute a location quotient LQ ij = 1 for every region, and thus a locational GINI coefficient G * LOC = 0. The Lorenz Curve is then identical to the bisecting line. However, the more the distribution of the industry or technology field s i differs from the reference distribution, the more the location quotient differs from 1 and the larger is G * LOC . In this respect, our G * LOC coefficient takes s ij and y j for each region and computes the cumulated
25
It should be noted that the obtained GINI from LQ ij is identical to usage of patent intensity of region j divided by the patent intensity of the aggregate of regions j . Relative technology field occupancy and LQ ij are then formally the same.
sum of patent application shares of all subspaces, ordered by the regional location quotient. Hence, our modified G * LOC coefficient, also applied in similar ways by Kim (1995) , Litzenberger (2007) and Gallagher (2008) , resembles a concentration index that explicitly measures pure concentration in space.
For comparison purpose, we have also computed an alternative GINI coefficient G SP ACE , which controls for spatial unit size by means of areal surface data. Consequently, the spatial density of economic activity under analysis comes directly to the fore (Roos, 2002; Litzenberger, 2007; Gallagher, 2008) . We interpret areal size as being the "true and only" geography control variable that controls for spatial density and thus for concentration of economic activity across European regions. Accordingly, the normalized spatial GINI coefficient G * SP ACE
compares the distribution of inventorship activity s ij of region j in a technology field i with the distribution of areal size z j (square kilometers), corrected for maximum concentration; this is identical to equation 10, except z j .
In the case of inventorship analysis by means of EPO patenting, we take the regional share of EPO patent applications of subspaces s ij in a predefined set of 51 technology fields and compare these shares with the share of subspaces in areal surface z j , which represents our sort criterion. ID ij > 1 means that region j differs positively from its areal surface share z j . In opposition, ID ij < 1 means that the region under analysis has a much smaller patent density. In this respect, ID ij is our sort sequence parameter value for the G * SP ACE computation with ID i1 < ID i2 < ... < ID in . Normalization into G * SP ACE is done identically as for G * LOC by correcting for the smallest spatial unit, here in terms of square kilometers, what maximizes the potential concentration surface C. Samples that are defined by huge differences in areal surface, although population shares being more or less equally distributed, potentially produce smaller G * SP ACE parameter values compared to G * LOC . Moreover, it is essential to note that aggregation could induce the so called modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP), which means that the GINI coefficient (and other indices) can vary due to aggregation of surface or population.
26 Small areal units tend to show large variation due to core-periphery issues of e.g. population differences; thus shares and intensities vary tremendously. On the contrary, larger areal units tend to produce much more stable numerical results (averaging process). However, meaningful geographic variation in EPO patenting-and that is what we explicitly want to explore -could be lost due to aggregation to a higher spatial level. Accordingly, we prefer sacrificing technology field details in favor of spatial details.
Empirical Results
The tables 4 and 5 summarize the descriptive statistics for EPO patent applications and EPO inventors by technology field.
27 Besides the standard descriptives, we report a Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) that measures spatial concentration by technology field; moreover, we compute the %change of HHI from 1990 HHI from -1992 HHI from to 2002 HHI from -2004 It is definitely visible that most technology fields are determined by decreasing HHI values for EPO patent applications and EPO inventors, which causes decreasing geographic concentration across all 819 TL3 regions. Similarly, the following tables with respect to %changes of regions with n > 0 EPO patent applications and n > 1 EPO inventors underline these results.
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< Tables 4 and 5 about here> Second, we focus on the regional structure of EPO patent applications and EPO inventors at the level of technology fields. It is worth noting that almost each technology field within our sample is determined by only a small fraction of European micro regions that have at least one EPO patent application at the early stage of the reference period as illustrated in figure  1 . However, almost 50 per cent of all 819 regions remain without a single patent application (fractional counting) in 32 technology fields, even in the year 2004, which supports our hypothesis that inventorship activity is highly concentrated across the sample of 819 micro regions. However, we observe significant dispersion tendencies of EPO patent applications across European micro regions, although the technology fields widely differ in their structural dynamics.
< Figure 1 about here> With respect to individual technology fields, the lowest dispersion tendencies in terms of regions with at least one single EPO patent application across the sample can be observed for the following technology fields: TF12: paints & varnishes, TF41: watches & clocks, TF2: tobacco products, HT4: laser, TF16: man-made fibres, TF5: leather articles, TF4: wearing 27 minimum (min nb), maximum (max nb), mean (mean nb) and total numbers (tot nb), regional maximum share (max reg share), kurtosis (kurt), skewness (skew), 30% and 70% percentiles (P30, P70)
28
However, HHI is not weighted by population or region size; thus, the standard HHI measure takes regions as homogeneous units.
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It is worth noting that 294.980 EPO inventors (18,25% of all registered inventors) are linked to hightechnology patent applications for the period 1977-2004. apparel, TF26: weapons & ammunition, TF6: wood products and HT1: aviation. These technology fields are characterized by (i) a rather small amount of patent applications and (perhaps) (ii) a small propensity to patent (however note that (ii) is not the main research question of this study). Thus, we have to assume that these two properties significantly affect inequality measures.
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In opposition to these highly concentrated technology fields, we observe disperse spatial structures for the following technology fields: TF21: energy machinery, TF35: signal transmission & telecommunications, TF28: office machinery & computers, TF38: measuring instruments, TF42: motor vehicles, TF22: non-specific purpose machinery, TF37: medical equipment, TF17: rubber & plastic products, TF25: special purpose machinery, TF13: pharmaceuticals and TF10: basic chemical. These fields are characterized by (i) larger shares of regions within the sample that keep at least one single patent application and thus a higher dispersion across the 819 TL3 units, (ii) a larger number of IPC codes that form the technology field, (iii) a larger number of EPO patent applications, and (iv) potentially higher propensities to file patents at the EPO (again, (iv) is not the main research question of this paper).
Another extraction shows that only a few of the regions contribute with larger fractions of overall patenting, although several regions contribute to EPO patent applications in the technology fields under analysis. Figure 2 highlights the computed share of regions within the sample of EU regions that have n>9 EPO patent applications. A similar result is plotted in figure 3 , which visualizes the share of regions that have at least 10 inventors (heterogenous inventor IDs) by technology field. The larger the fraction of regions that correspond to this category, the more the technology field appears to be dispersed across the 819 micro regions; additionally, these micro regions can be thought of as being clusters of inventors and thus innovation clusters. The figures 2 and 3 clearly depict that (i) several technology fields are highly concentrated in space and (ii) that the utilization of inventorIDs also represents an admissible proxy for patent applications in cluster and location studies. The previous computations only account for the absolute number of EPO patents and hence for absolute specialization (scale component). As a result, we cannot say anything about relative specialization or concentration of regions. Therefore, we make use of alternative
It is clear that the market structure can have effects on the dispersion measures; industries and thus technology fields that consist of a small number of firms tend to be relatively more concentrated in space; although we make use of inventor location information, inventors also cluster around the applicant location.
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Note that the fractions reported in figures 2 and 3 can differ, because we applied full counting of inventor IDs in figure 3 , whereas the calculated shares in figure 2 are based on fractional counting of patent applications. Although a region hosts three inventors of a patent, each of them holds one third of the patent. Accordingly, results from fractional and full counting are only identical when comparing the share of regions with n > 0 patent application with the share of regions with n > 0 inventor IDs. figure 4 depicts the share of regions (%) by technology field with a location quotient LQ > 1. The figure clearly shows that the share of regions with LQ > 1 within the sample of 819 micro regions has increased since the year 1977.
computations; viz. location quotients (LQ) and GINI coefficients. According to equation 4,
< Figure 4 about here> Our LQ analysis admittedly unveils that the share of regions with a location quotient LQ > 1 in technology field i is much smaller compared to the share of regions that have at least a single EPO patent application in technology field i (n > 0). Hence, we can show that the share of regions with a relative strong specialization is much smaller, as presented in figure 1 and 2, due to an explicit comparison of technology field specific patenting and overall EPO patenting. Here, figure 5 clearly illustrates that the number (and share) of regions with LQ > 1 compared to the number (and share) of regions with n > 0 EPO patent applications within the sample has decreased significantly within the last two decades (1988-90 vs. 2002-2004) .
32 This means that (i) the relative share of regions with strong specialization (LQ > 1) has decreased in Europe, (ii) that a relative larger share of European regions is involved in EPO patenting today, and (iii) that especially high-tech EPO patent applications experienced strong dispersion.
< Figure 5 about here>
Besides fractional counting of patent applications and calculations of regional shares, we utilize GINI coefficients as a much more sophisticated inequality measure that satisfies several axioms. Therefore, this section provides the results from our computation of spatial and locational GINI coefficients (G SP ACE , G LOC ). In this respect, we are able to explore geographic concentration (inequality) of all technology fields by means of weighted GINI coefficients. Figures 6 and 7 summarize the observed inequality of European inventorship by means of population weighted (y j ) and area surface weighted (z j ) GINI coefficients for the periods 1988-2004 (population weighted GINI) and 1977-2004 (area surface weighted GINI).
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< Figure 6 Another important result of our G * LOC computation, as illustrated in figure 6 , is that most technology fields are determined by strong dispersion tendencies of inventorship activity; these tendencies are also identified by focusing on the two aggregates "sum44tf" ( 44 TF) and "sumhightech" ( 6 high-technology fields). We conclude that our calculated G * LOC coefficients show that the distribution of EPO patent applications by technology field converges in the course of time to the distribution of area population for all 819 European micro regions. However, it should be noted that overall inequality persists at a very high level; thus, there are still many technology fields that are restricted to a handful of regions ( figure  1; figure 6 ). As a consequence, a large fraction of European regions shows no inventorship activity at all. Finally, with respect to figure 6 , the technology field aggregates 44 TF and 6 high-technology fields show that (i) EPO patent applications are in general increasingly dispersing and that (ii) the aggregate of all six high technology fields shows similar dispersion tendencies across the sample of European micro regions (exceptions are HT4: laser and HT1: aviation).
Similar tendencies can be reported for the areal surface weighted GINI coefficients. The computed G * SP ACE coefficients are illustrated in figure 7. Although the levels and dynamics (%change) of G * SP ACE differ to some extent from the population weighted alternative (G * LOC ), the coefficients still support the structures and tendencies described above. Moreover, we conclude that higher levels of G * SP ACE compared to G * LOC imply that population characteristics essentially differ from areal surface characteristics.
< Figure 7 about here > Besides the technology-specific levels of inequality in EPO patent applications, we are especially interested in the concentration dynamics. Figures 8 and 9 summarize technologyspecific inequality dynamics in terms of GINI coefficients (%change) in the course of time; most of these results again support our Herfindahl-Hirschman measures for EPO patent applications and inventors (table 4 and 5). Figure 8 highlights the dynamics of all 51 technology field aggregates under analysis; we take the arithmetic mean values of the yearly GINI coefficients for analyzing two periods: 1988-1990 and 2002-2004 . It is clearly visible that the strongest process of de-concentration (%change) and thus dispersion of inventorship activity across the sample of 819 regions concerns the following technology fields: TF10: basic chemicals, HT3: computer & office machines, TF20: fabricated metal products, TF13: pharmaceuticals, TF33: other electrical equipment, TF43: other transport equipment, TF34: electronic components, TF31: accumulators & battery, TF4: wearing, apparel, HT2: communication, TF35: signal transmission 34 TF28 and HT3 are very similar with respect to IPC codes; thus the GINI coefficients and inequality dynamics are almost identical & telecommunications and TF18: non-metallic mineral products. The figure 8 contains technology-specific G * LOC values, sorted by their rate of change.
< Figure 8 about here > Our G * SP ACE computation shows the same dynamics of dispersion (%change) when comparing 1988-1990 and 2002-2004 , although inequality levels and thus the ranking of technology fields in terms of inequality coefficients differ from our G * LOC measure; our G * SP ACE results show (i) higher inequality and thus concentration in space and (ii) lower dynamics (%change) due to a differing reference distribution (areal surface z j ). The results are visualized in figure 9. SP ACE values. This can be explained by the fact that population characteristics have shifted in a different way compared to areal surface characteristics. Areal surface is assumed to be constant for the whole reference period. If population, in general, migrates from rural (peripheral) areas to capital regions, whereas EPO patenting generally shows increasing dispersion, we have to conclude that population weighted GINI coefficients decrease much stronger opposed to their spatial counterparts, because areal surface remains constant.
In the end, we are able to draw several conclusions: (i) technology-field specific inventorship activities highly differ in their distribution across the sample of 819 European micro regions; (ii) EPO patent applications and EPO inventors are similarly concentrated across the regional sample; (iii) the majority of regions only accounts for a few EPO patent applications and very small shares of EPO inventors; (iv) the majority of high-technology fields show by and large high levels of inequality; (v) several high-technology fields show strong dispersion tendencies for the periods 1988-1990 and 2002-2004; (vi) G * LOC partially shows stronger changes than our G * SP ACE alternative, although dispersion in terms of G * SP ACE has been extraordinary high in the 1980s; (vii) both weighted GINI alternatives clearly reveal a decline in spatial concentration for almost all 52 technology field aggregates under analysis.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper contributes with empirical findings to the research frontier on structural dynamics of European inventorship activity in several ways. Our analysis has to be recognized as a purely quantitative approach in the inequality and geographic concentration analysis tradition. We analyze the location, distribution and inequality of European inventorship activity in a spatial and technological context based on data extractions from our own relational database that makes use of OECD RegPAT (January 2009 The inequality and geographic concentration measures are accomplished by calculating standard descriptives, e.g. patent intensities (patent per million population), patent densities (patents per square kilometer), kurtosis, skewness and percentiles of the distributions. In addition, we compute traditional location quotients (LQ) and Herfindahl-Hirschman indices (HHI) with the latter being an alternative measure of spatial concentration. Moreover, the study makes use of technology field specific locational and spatial GINI coefficients. Population densities and areal surface characteristics differ tremendously across European regions, what supports our approach of controlling for geography. In this respect, GINI computations at the spatial level have to consider explicitly weights for the treatment of spatial heterogeneity of observations. Furthermore, we reveal that the distribution of EPO inventors (full counting) represents an acceptable proxy variable for EPO patent applications (fractional counting) across all technology fields.
Finally, we are able to draw several conclusions from our quantitative analysis with respect to the analyzed technology fields and their spatial characteristics: (i) the observed 51 technology fields (including 2 broad aggregates) highly differ in their distribution and thus geographic concentration across the sample of 819 European micro regions; (ii) technologyspecific EPO patent applications and EPO inventors are by and large similarly concentrated across the regional sample, although geographic dispersion has increased for most technology fields since the 1980s; (iii) the share of regions with LQ > 1 has decreased compared to the share of regions with at least a single patent application what finally means dispersion; (iv) the majority of regions only account for small fractions of EPO patent applications and EPO inventors, which means that inventors are also highly concentrated in space; (v) a major fraction of high-technology fields shows high levels of inequality and thus geographic concentration; (vi) several high-technology fields show strong dispersion tendencies between 1988-1990 and 2002-2004; (vii) locational GINI coefficients partially show stronger changes than their spatial GINI alternatives; (viii) inequality in terms of the spatial GINI has been extraordinary high in the 1980s; (ix) both weighted GINI alternatives clearly reveal a significant decline in spatial concentration for almost all 51 technology fields under analysis. Source: own illustration. Notes: The relational database covers 819 OECD Territorial Levels TL3 micro regions. For Belgium, Greece and the Netherlands, the OECD TL3 corresponds to the EUROSTAT NUTS2 level. For Germany, we make use of 97 "Raumordnungsregionen". No. Field Name (Technology)  IPC Subclasses  TF1  Food, beverages  A01H, A21D, A23B, A23C, A23D, A23F, A23G, A23J, A23K, A23L, A23P, C12C, C12F, C12G, C12H, C12J, C13F, C13J, C13K  TF2  Tobacco products  A24B, A24D, A24F  TF3  Textiles  D04D, D04G, D04H, D06C, D06J, D06M, D06N, D06P, D06Q  TF4  Wearing apparel  A41B, A41C, A41D, A41F  TF5  Leather articles  A43B, A43C, B68B, B68C  TF6  Wood products  B27D, B27H, B27M, B27N, E04G  TF7  Paper  B41M, B42D, B42F, B44F, D21C, D21H, D21J  TF9 Petroleum products, nuclear fuel C10G, C10L, G01V TF10 Basic chemical B01J, B09B, B09C, B29B, C01B, C01C, C01D, C01F, C01G, C02F, C05B, C05C, C05D, C05F, C05G, C07B, C07C, C07F, C07G, C08B, C08C, C08F, C08G, C08J, C08K, C08L, C09B, C09C, C09D, C09K, C10B, C10C, C10H, C10J, C10K, C12S, C25B, F17C, F17D, F25J, G21F TF11 Pesticides & agro-chemical prod. A01N TF12 Paints, varnishes B27K TF13 Pharmaceuticals A61K, A61P, C07D, C07H, C07J, C07K, C12N, C12P, C12Q TF14 Soaps & detergents C09F, C11D, D06L TF15 Other chemicals A62D, C06B, C06C, C06D, C08H, C09G, C09H, C09J, C10M, C11B, C11C, C14C, C23F, C23G, D01C, F42B, F42D, G03C TF16 Man-made fibres D01F TF17 Rubber and plastics products A45C, B29C, B29D, B60C, B65D, B67D, E02B, F16L, H02G TF18 Non-metallic mineral products B24D, B28B, B28C, B32B, C03B, C03C, C04B, E04B, E04C, E04D, E04F, G21B TF19 Basic metals B21C, B21G, B22D, C21B, C21C, C21D, C22B, C22C, C22F, C25C, C25F, C30B, D07B, E03F, E04H, F27D, H01B TF20 Fabricated metal products  A01L, A44B, A47H, A47K, B21K, B21L, B22F, B25B, B25C, B25F, B25G, B25H, B26B, B27G, B44C, B65F, B82B, C23D, C25D, E01D, E01F, E02C, E03B, E03C, E03D, E05B, E05C, E05D, E05F,  E05G, E06B, F01K, F15D, F16B, F16P, F16S, F16T, F17B, F22B, F22G, F24J, G21H  TF21 Energy machinery  B23F, F01B, F01C, F01D, F03B, F03C, F03D, F03G, F04B, F04C, F04D, F15B, F16C, F16D, F16F, F16H, F16K, F16M, F23R  TF22 Non-specific purpose machinery  A62C, B01D, B04C, B05B, B61B, B65G, B66B, B66C, B66D, B66F, C10F, C12L, F16G, F22D, F23B, F23C, F23D, F23G, F23H, F23J, F23K, F23L, F23M, F24F, F24H, F25B, F27B, F28B, F28C, F28D,  F28F, F28G, G01G, H05F  TF23 Agricultural & forestry mach.  A01B, A01C, A01D, A01F, A01G, A01J, A01K, A01M, B27L  TF24 Machine-tools  B21D, B21F, B21H, B21J, B23B, B23C, B23D, B23G, B23H, B23K, B23P, B23Q, B24B, B24C, B25D, B25J, B26F, B27B, B27C, B27F, B27J, B28D, B30B, E21C  TF25 Special purpose machinery  A21C, A22B, A22C, A23N, A24C, A41H, A42C, A43D, B01F, B02B, B02C, B03B, B03C, B03D, B05C, B05D, B06B, B07B, B07C, B08B, B21B, B22C, B26D, B31B, B31C, B31D, B31F, B41B, B41C,  B41D, B41F, B41G, B41L, B41N, B42B, B42C, B44B, B65B, B65C, B65H, B67B, B67C, B68F, C13C, C13D, C13G, C13H, C14B, C23C, D01B, D01D, D01G, D01H, D02G, D02H, D02J, D03C, D03D,  D03J, D04B, D04C, D05B, D05C, D06B, D06G, D06H, D21B, D21D, D21F, D21G, E01C, E02D, E02F, E21B, E21D, E21F, F04F, F16N, F26B, H05H  TF26 Weapons and ammunition  B63G, F41A, F41B, F41C, F41F, F41G, F41H, F41J, F42C, G21J  TF27 Domestic appliances  A21B, A45D, A47G, A47J, A47L, B01B, D06F, E06C, F23N, F24B, F24C, F24D, F25C, F25D, H05B  TF28 Office machinery and computers  B41J, B41K, B43M, G02F, G03G, G05F, G06C, G06D, G06E, G06F, G06G, G06J, G06K, G06M, G06N, G06T, G07B, G07C, G07D, G07F, G07G, G09D, G09G, G10L, G11B, H03K, H03L  TF29 Electric motors, generators  H02K, H02N, H02P  TF30 Electric distribution, control, wire, cable  H01H, H01R, H02B  TF31 Accumulators, battery  H01M  TF32 Lighting equipment  F21H, F21K, F21L, F21M, F21S, F21V, H01K  TF33 Other electrical equipment  B60M, B61L, F21P, F21Q, G08B, G08G, G10K, G21C, G21D, H01T, H02H, H02M, H05C  TF34 Electronic components B81B, B81C, G11C, H01C, H01F, H01G, H01J, H01L TF35 Signal transmission, telecomms G09B, G09C, H01P, H01Q, H01S, H02J, H03B, H03C, H03D, H03F, H03G, H03H, H03M, H04B, H04J, H04K, H04L, H04M, H04Q, H05K TF36 TV & radio receivers, audiovisual electronics G03H, H03J, H04H, H04N, H04R, H04S TF37 Medical equipment A61B, A61C, A61D, A61F, A61G, A61H, A61J, A61L, A61M, A61N, A62B, B01L, B04B, C12M, G01T, G21G, G21K, H05G TF38 Measuring instruments F15C, G01B, G01C, G01D, G01F, G01H, G01J, G01M, G01N, G01R, G01S, G01W, G12B TF39 Industrial process control equip.
G01K, G01L, G05B, G08C TF40 Optical instruments G02B, G02C, G03B, G03D, G03F, G09F TF41 Watches, clocks G04B, G04C, G04D, G04F, G04G TF42 Motor vehicles  B60B, B60D, B60G, B60H, B60J, B60K, B60L, B60N, B60P, B60Q, B60R, B60S, B60T, B62D, E01H, F01L, F01M, F01N, F01P, F02B, F02D, F02F, F02G, F02M, F02N, F02P, F16J, G01P, G05D, G05G  TF43 Other transport equipment  B60F, B60V, B61C, B61D, B61F, B61G, B61H, B61J, B61K, B62C, B62H, B62J, B62K, B62L, B62M, B63B, B63C, B63H, B63J, B64B, B64C, B64D, B64F, B64G, E01B, F02C, F02K, F03H  TF44 Furniture, consumer goods  A41G, A42B, A44C, A45B, A45F, A46B, A46D, A47B, A47C, A47D, A47F, A63B, A63C, A63D, A63F, A63G, A63H, A63J, A63K, B43K, B43L, B44D, B62B, B68G, C06F, F23Q, G10B, G10C, G10D,  G10F, G10G, G10H  HT1 Aviation  B64B, B64C, B64D, B64F, B64G  HT2 Computers and automated business equipment B41J, G06C, G06D, G06E, G06F, G06G, G06J, G06K, G06M, G06N, G06T , G11C  HT3 Lasers  H01S  HT4 Semiconductors  H01L  HT5 Communication technology  H04B, H04H, H04J, H04K, H04L, H04M, H04N , H04Q, H04R, H04S HT6 Micro-organism and genetic engineering C12M, C12N, C12P, C12Q
Source: own illustration. 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 8 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Field (1988 Field ( -1990 Field ( vs. 2002 Field ( -2004 TF31_Accumulators_battery  TF36_TV_radio_receiv_audio  HT4_Semiconductors  TF29_Electric_motors_generators  HT5_Communication  SUM_hightech  TF28_Office_mach_computers  TF35_Signal_transm_telecom  TF38_Measuring_instruments  TF39_Ind_proc_contr_equip  HT3_Laser  TF9_Petrol_prod_nucl_fuel  TF27_Domestic_appliances  TF34_Electr_components  TF33_Other_electr_equip  TF4_Wearing_apparel  TF40_Opti_instruments  TF16_Man_made_fibre  TF21_Energy_machinery  TF32_Lighting_equipment  TF41_Watches_clocks  TF7_Paper  TF24_Machine_tools  HT1_Aviation  TF42_Motor_vehicles  TF14_Soaps_detergents  TF25_Spec_purp_machinery  HT6_Microorgan_Genetics  TF6_Wood_prod  TF19_Basic_metals  TF23_Agricul_forestry_machinery  TF1_Food_beverages  TF43_Other_transp_equip  TF13_Pharmaceuticals  TF44_Furniture_consum_good  TF22_Nonspec_machinery  TF26_Weapons_ammunition  TF15_Other_chemicals  TF20_Fabric_metal_prod  TF17_Rubber_plastic_prod  TF12_Paints_varnishes  TF37_Med_equipment  TF5_Leather_articles  TF30_Elec_distr_contr_wire_cable  TF3_Textiles  TF2_Tobacco_prod  TF18_Non-metal_mineral_prod  TF11_Pesticide_agrochem_prod  TF10_Basic_chemical   mean share % 1988-1990 mean share % 2002-2004 -60% -40% -20% 0% 20% 40%
change% (1988-90 vs. 2002-04) change% (1980-82 vs. 2002-04) Source: own calculations and illustration. Notes: The sample covers 819 European TL3 micro regions. The patent data are generated by mySQL RegPAT (2009) database extractions and application of the ISI-SPRU-OST concordance. TL3 population data for the period 1988-2004 are constructed from EUROSTAT REGIO, OECD, ESPON and BBR data. For Belgium, Greece and the Netherlands, the OECD TL3 corresponds to the EUROSTAT NUTS2 level. For Germany, we make use of the "Raumordnungsregionen". 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 year tf1_food_beverages tf2_tobacco_prod tf3_textiles tf4_wearing_apparel
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